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banker in Muslim lands. They no doubt covered, as we know
was the case elsewhere,1 not only money-chan ging transactions
but deposits, letters of credit, loans, calculations, and other
financial operations.2 Such transactions probably included,
in particular, payment for goods delivered by merchants of
'Iraq and other countries to the firm of Banu SahL Differences
of exchange in the various countries and the fluctuating
values of dirharn and dinar necessitated an exact knowledge
of the money -market in the interest of correct computation.
Moreover, it should not be supposed that payment was
always made in cash; it doubtless frequently took the form
of cheques or orders on other accounts. It was no doubt
part of Abu ISasr's duties to procure, at the shortest possible
notice, the means for financing the commercial under-
takings and journeyings of his brother Abu Sacd, who, as the
sources tell us, engaged in commerce fel>£J\ ^).
It will perhaps seem strange that the sources do not further
specify the financial transactions of Abu Nasr. For example,
we hear nothing at all about loans to the Caliph and his Court.
But in eleventh-century Egypt we find ourselves at a period
of expansion and prosperity, not at one of political and
economic decline. Therefore, unlike the firm of Joseph, Aaron
and Co., of tenth-century Baghdad, the advancing of loans
was probably not the principal branch of this concern. The
economic complexion of the Fatimid empire was different from
that of its 'Abbasid predecessor. The dealings in cash which
had been such a prominent feature of Baghdad society gave
place at Cairo to a traffic in valuables, precious stones, and
articles of luxury.
1 Cf. the chapter above on the banking firm of Joseph b. Phineas and
Aaron, b. Amram.
* In. Cairo there were in 973 a considerable number of Jo-wish money-
changers, who were organized in a sort of guild. Cf. Maqrlzi, Ittf'az
al-Huncrfa1, p. 87. Many of the leading members of the Babylonian Jewish
community of Fust-at vere, as the Gezxiza records show, bankers. Cf. REJ,
1926, 319.

